Scholar IDs are being considered at both Oxford and Cornell, but are not in current implementations at Cyrillic.

Cornell looking at possibilities for managing research data in Fedora based system at Cyrillic.

Nice intro to persistent identifiers at Cyrillic. #orlp

Both Oxford and Cornell are weighing their data management DIY metadata against DataCite metadata at Cyrillic.

Datastar registry is ontology driven. Ontology available on Sourceforge as part of VIVO: at Cyrillic. #orlp

Cornell metadata based on Dublin Core elements - they are thinking about whether this is adequate for discovery at Cyrillic. #orlp

Interesting and contrasting motivations and activities behind managing research data at Cornell and Oxford (UK). #orlp

Cool: Oxford using FAST for subject info in their "Data Finder" catalog / search interface... #orlp
Andrea Twiss-Brooks @atbrooks
Oxford implementing min mandatory metadata for deposit - wish I could find a link to the requirement #orlp

Andrea Twiss-Brooks @atbrooks
No surprise - cost model and sustainability for Oxford's data management program not yet worked out #orlp

Ricky Erway @rickyverway
Data management -- ownership, terms and conditions, and sustainability are bigger challenges than technical requirements #orlp

Stephanie Wright @shefw
Oxford Policy on the Management of Research Data and Records
http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/media/global/wwwadminoxacuk/localsites/researchdatamanagement/documents/Policy_on_the_Management_of_Research_Data_and_Records.pdf ... #orlp

Corey Harper @chrpr
Research data management services at Cornell provided by cross-departmental group w/ strong library presence: https://confluence.cornell.edu/display/rdmsgweb/About ... #orlp

Andrea Twiss-Brooks @atbrooks
Cornell has about a dozen consultants for RDMSG - most from library #orlp

Corey Harper @chrpr
Research data management services at Cornell provided by cross-departmental group w/ strong library presence: https://confluence.cornell.edu/display/rdmsgweb/About ... #orlp

Andrea Twiss-Brooks @atbrooks
Cornell Research Data Management Service Group - single point of contact for researchers seeking help with data #orlp
Wendy Kozlowski, Cornell -- Single point of access for all data management needs #orlp

Andrea Twiss-Brooks @atbrooks
#orlp Oxford Bodleian Lib presenting Damaro project for data management.
http://damaro.oucs.ox.ac.uk/

Sally Rumsey, Oxford - moving from dataset bit storage to dataset preservation service #orlp

Sally Rumsey on how Bodleian Libraries at Oxford are managing research data. #orlp

Join the OCLC webinar, Managing Research Data -- From Goals to Reality #ORLP
http://tinyurl.com/cpewzfb

Melissa Renspie @mrenspie
OCLC Research Library Partners: Managing Research Data webinar starts at 11am ET
http://oc.lc/C2SNYh  #orlp

Reminder for OCLC Research Partners: join our Managing Research Data webinar 11am-12pm ET Tues 14 May  http://oc.lc/C2SNYh  #orlp